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The last of the long series of geological periods may be

subdivided into subordinate sections as follows:

Historic, 'up to the present time.
(Iron, Bronze and later Stone.

Prehistoric . Neolithic.
(Pakeolithic.

The Human Period is above all distinguished by the

presence and. influence of man. It is difficult to determine

how far back the limit of the period should be placed. The

question has often been asked whether man was coeval with

the Ice Age. To give an answer, we must know within

what limits the term Ice Age is used, and to what particu

lar country or district the question refers. For it is evident

that even to-day man is contemporary with the Ice Age in

the Alpine valleys and in Finmark. There can be no doubt

that he inhabited Europe after the greatest extension of the

ice. He not improbably migrated with the animals that

came from warmer climates into this continent during inter

glacial conditions. But that he remained when the climate

again became cold enough to freeze the rivers and permit

an Arctic fauna to roam far south into Europe is proved

by the abundance of his flint implements in the thick river

gravels, into which they no doubt often fell through holes

in the ice as he was fishing.

The proofs of the existence of man in former geological

periods are not to be expected in the occurrence of his own

bodily remains, as in the case of other animals. His bones

are indeed now and then to be found, but in the vast

majority of cases his former presence is revealed by the

implements he has left behind him, formed of stone, metal,

or bone. Many years ago the archologists of Denmark,

adopting the phraseology of the Latin poets, classified the

early traces of man in three great divisions-the Stone Age,
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